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Piaget claimed tbat the allalnmcnt of "formal operations" in adolescence marks 
the end point of development for cognitive structure (lnhelder &. Piaget, 195!1). 
Current re~~Carch, however, does not support this claim; fonns of t~oilght have 
been found in adulthood that are <JU&Iitatively different from those found in 
adolescefl(:e (Alc:xander & Langer, in press; Armon, 1984; Colby. Kohlberg, 
Gibbs, & Lieberman, 1983; Commons, Richards, & Kuhn, 1982; Kuhn, 1979; 
Pascuai-Leone, 1980; Richard• & Commons, in press). These adult forms of 
thought have been given the generk label posiformal to distinguish them frum 
characteristically adolescent forms (Commons, Richards, & Annon, 1984; Rich
ards & Commons, in press). 

A number of models of postformal thought and its development have been 
proposed. In this ru1d a previous volume (Commons, Richards, & Armon, 1984), 
several such models and their associated mea~ures have been described. Work in 
this area has until now been largely confined to single cognitive domains, which 
broadly correspond to the distinctions wnong physical reall!y, social reality,-and 
irurapsychic reality. 

Few empirical studies of postformal rea~oning in more than one domain have 
been reported in the literature, Consequently, tittle is known about either the 
relationship between ·postformal cognition in different domains (cf. Kramer, 
1984; Commons, Richards, and Armon 1984; King ct al. chapter 3, this vol
ume), or the relationship between postfonnal cognition in any domain and scores 
on su<:h standard p~ychological measures as IQ tests or personal, edlllOational, 
and vocational interest inveutories. 

Research a~mss domains has been inhibited by theoretical and practical prob· 
lems. Many theories of postformal development currently lack tile operational 
specificity necessary for developing more than one instmment to measure the 
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hypothesized developmental sequence of the uuderlying construct. Additionally, . 
tru~ny instruments that do exj~t are based on insufficiently defined postformal 
construct:., and thus lack internal validity. On a practicilllevel. the ditl1culty of 
locating sufficiont numbers of postformal subject• has inhibited empltical stud
ies. How to define a postfotnllll subject a priori and soliciting involvement in a 
time-consuming study are just a few af the problems encountered in this type of 
research. Even whan such subjec~~ are located, sampling problems remain. 

Although this study is not free of these problems, it uses a variety of well
defined theoretical (;onstructs and relatively reliable instruments to inves!igate 
empirical relationships among ( l) me~sures of postformal reasoning in the log
ico-matbematiclll, interpersonal, and intrapsychic domains and (2) measures of 
individual interest, education, and socioeconomic background. It is guided by a 
loosely dcl1ned notion of success or achievement, which may occur as (1) cog· 
nitive development beyond the formal stage, (2) attaining relatively l&rge income 
ami/or a prestigious social class, (3) advanc;;d education, or (4) adaptation of 
professional activities to interests. 

The above list is not ordered along any dimension. Jt represents only the first 
step in an attempt to put together a diversity of empirical information, to syntbe~ 
size this information, and thus to sketch a broad outline of adult cognitive 
development and an even broader picture of adulthood. An additional focus is to 
examine the relation between level of achievement on standard mca.wres of 
intelllgence and the development of postfonnal wasoning in any domain. 
Kohlberg ( 1973) indicates that there ;, a lack of association between tbcse two 
dimensions prior to pustconventiona! development. The working hypothesis here 
is that this association will be even more atwmll\ted at the postformal stage. f'tn 
slightly differently, the "ssumpti<m is that high IQ scores will not necessarily 
predict postfonnal development, and for this reason, IQ scores are neither a 
reliable nor a valid measure of adult cognitive-stage reasoning. However, JQ 
rnay relate to other llf<l<~> of achievement and succe•s. 

This study !!lso includes two types <\f variables that may predict and help to 
account theoretically for the aeh.ieve.ments studied. The firllt type is background 
variables, whicb include age, sex, and the income and socioeconomic class of 
both parents. The second type is hlel1ll'Chical or oonstructural or affective corre· 
lates of development, that is, lbc interests that characterize a subject. 

While background variables have been used extensively (Herrnstdn. 1973; 
Eysenck, 1981)~ particularly in relation to variation in JQ (e.g., Feuerstein, 
1979; Rand, Tannenbaum, & Feuerstein, 1979), little has been done to relate 
information about interests to intellectual achievement, particularly to hier
archical stage nf development. This is true despite tlte fact that the concept of 
interest has played a significant role in Plagel's theory of development and this 
role has been specifically elaboraled. 

Piaget (1981) assumed a tightly knit interactive relation between cognitive and 
affective functions. Affect, in the guise of intere.•t. leads to the selection of 
environmen~J features for cognitive processing, interacts with that processing 
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from its initiation, and determines to some degree when that process has reached 
a conclusion. Thus, interest plays an essential n>le in perfornW!cc prior ro, 
during, and after int<;ractions with the environment, always leading toward equi· 
iihrutioo and often toward development. Here, the role of intere." has been 
sd1ematized as 

INTEREST * STAGE * OPPORTUNITY ~ FUI..FiJLLMENT. 

ln this schernati7.ation, interest plays a central role in a spiraling set of condi· 
tions that promote devei<Jpment (Dewey, 1944; Piaget, 11181). Interests )Tiotlvate 
tl1e individual to seek cKperiences and to particularize the nature of the sought 
experience. Such experience then 1-e-forms and expands inrerests, which then 
motivate encounter with a new range of experiences. In this interaclio!>, the 
greater the range of experience, th~ higher the probability for development. For a 
more pragmatic perspective, interest can he thought of as that which make• 
outcomes more valuable. Tbua, at higher stages it is not unreasonable to expect 
that development itself assumes values as an outcome. This would lead to devel
opment becoming a conscious goal of adult achievcrnent 

In summary, this study addresses three principal questions. Pirst, what is the 
relation between cognitive development in different domains during adulthood'/ 
Se-cond, what is the relationship between different ru:eas in which success can be 
achieved during adulthood? Third, what arc d1e possible ameccdents of the>C 
different typel! of success? 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Approximately 300 members of Monsa rcspc,ndcd to an advertisement placed 
in their bulletin and were mailed a battery of instrunlllnts, Of these, 160 subjects 
completed and returned smne portion of the instruments and background ques· 
tjormairc More males (81) than females (69) remmed questionnaires. Ages 
ranged from 18 to 83. 

In~truments 

'The following instruments measured outcomes in stage or level in cognitive 
development, including postformal srag(ll$: 

a. Commons, Rkhards. and Kuhn's (1982; Richards & Cmrunons, 1984) multi
sy!Jtems problem n1easurcd development in the Jogioo-mathematical domain, 

b. Kohlbcrg's (Colby & Kohlbcrg, !987) Moral Judgment Interview. l'orm A, mca
stn'ed development in the don1ain of tnt~rpersonal obligation and justlce reasoning, 
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c. Armon'' (!984) Good-Life Interview mea.•uxcd development in U~e doruain of 
interpen;onal ethical reaJWning, 

d. Locvinger'' (!976: Loevinger & W<Rslor, 1970) Sentence Comple1ion Test meo
sured development in the dmnain of se:lf and identity reasoning. 

A self-report of the time to complete tbe b~ttery averaged six to eight how·s per 
subject. Attainment of relatively large income and/or a prestigious social cluss 
was measured by the self-report of income and socioeconomic cla;;s; advanced 
education was measured by a self-report of highest educational level completed; 
adaptation of interests to professional >«:tivitie.s was measured by computing the 
differellC<;l between the scaled score on the Sttong-Campbell Interest Inventory 
(Form T325) and the occupathmal area of a subject, This difference, called "Int
Occ," was measumd on a seven-point scale ranging from "very dissimilar" to 
'•very similar.') 

Commons and Richards' Multi.IJ$/elh.v Task 

This task requires the comparison of four stories (Commons, Richards, & 
Kuhn, 1982), Each stot'Y describes relative preference for, or weight of, some 
combination of obj®ts. Determining tbe order of objects in the futmh story 
requites formal operations. The recognition of how many comparisons between 
combinations of objects requires systematic operations. 

Two of the stories have the same order across combinll!ions of objects, while 
the order in the remaining two stories is different, both frorn the same-order 
stories and from each other. Subjects compare each 8tory with all others and 
indicate the similarity of the order of combinations in the stories by rating these 
similarities on a scale that ranges from 0 to 9. Subject'! are also asked to explain 
why they rate storks as similar and diffe.:ent. The full comparison of these 
multiple stories. each of which is a ful'l110l system, requires rnetasy•tematic 
operations. 

1'/w Moral Judgmrlll Interview and the Good"Life Interview 

Th<c'IC instruments assess stages of social~coguitive development in the soda! 
domains of justice judgment and ethical cvaluati<ms (cf. Armon, 1984; Kolll· 
berg, 1984), using written dilemm~s and probes. The probes required a "yes" or 
"no" answer, followed by a written explanation of tne choice. 

Lot~vinger' s Sentenct! Completion Te:;t 

lhif; test assesses stages in the conception of identity; self, and ego; it is 
another me•sure of social-cognitive development (Loevingcr, 1976). It is admin, 
istered in written form, requiring the completion of sentence stems. 

Strung-Campbell/merest fnvortory (SC!I) 

This inventory surveys pet'sonal and vow1.ritmal interests by requiring choices 
between alternative activities, which are empirically drawn from the inten:'ts of 
people in the outcome occupations on tbe survey. 
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Smndard adult !Q verbal subte-'ls were taken from the Wechsler Adult Intel
ligence Scale (W AIS) (Wechsler, 1955) and provide a measure of crystallized 
intelligence: they may also measure fluid intelligence (Cattell, 1963). 

A theoretical diotinction was made between background variablo.s tbat were 
detentlioed early in the subject's personal history (distal rorrelat<:s) and VHriables 
oetermined later tproidmal correlates). Distal background was measured by self
report of age, se<, and parenrs' income, education, and occupational level (Hol
lingshead, 1957). Proximal background or interest was measured by the SCll 
(Campbell & Hansen, 1981), which sc<Jres !he relative level of interest in real· 
istic, investigative, artistic~ social, eoterprising, and conventional activities 
(Holland, 1966, 1973), 

Scod11g 

All devclopmctllal measures were scored by profe .. ionals who had achieved 
acceptable kvels of reliability; with the exception of the multisystems problem. 
This was machine-scored, Richards and Commons (in press) asing methods 
derived ftom those described by Commons and Richards (Commons & Richards 
1984b; Richards & Commons 1984). The SCJI also was machine-scored. The 
W A IS subscaks were scored according to astandardized key. All other measures 
were simple self-reports requiring no scoring. 

RESULTS 

Sample Characterlsllts 

The sample can be characte!ized as economically middle class, with 54 per
cent earning between $15,000 and $40,000 unnually. Income was distributed 
equally above and below tbc mean of $27,500. The majority of the sample is 
highly educated, av~raging 16 years of education. Most of !he. sample-74 
percent~ had a Hollingshead rating of 6. 7, or 8, indicating professional, wbitc· 
collar occupations. 

Descriptive statistics for diHtal background variables appear in Table 2. l. 
Table 2.1 shows no significant sex differences for any of the background vari
ables, indicating homogeneity in these areas for the sample. The levels of educa
tion and socioeconomic status are comparable for parents of both NeX:es in the 
sample, 

Table 2.2 displays descriptive· statistics for the interest scales. Sex difference~; 
are present for half of the ~ix intorest scales. Males and females in this sample 
have significantly di!Terenf levels of interest in re;distic, invc'lltigatory, and artis
tic activities. Interest js higher for males in realistic and investigatory activities 
and higher for females in artistic activities. These differences c<Jnform to ster
eotypical notions of male and female interests. as docs the SOJ itself. However, 
the fact that there were no sex differences in the remaining scales indicates that 
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'!'able 2.1 
Descriptiv~ Statistic~; for Distal (Bad<grourul) Variables 

naekground Variahl• 
______ .... ____ , .. ___ .,.. __________ .,. ___ ... ______ ...._ __ _ 

Mother Father 

St~<tistic Roll, Ed. Holl, Ed. 

Nwnbe:r 142 146 139 144 148 

Madian 5.0 12.0 6.0 12.0 42.0 

Meal:l 5.4 !2.4 5.7 !2,8 45.1 

Std. Oev. 1.2 2.9 2.0 4.1 13 •• 

Minimum 1.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 18,0 

Maximum 8.0 18,0 9.0 21.0 83 .o 

Male N 77 79 74 79 81 

M~le Hean 5.4 12.2 5.5 12.3 46.1 

'Fem.al!! N 65 67 65 65 67 

lf'emale Mean 5.4 12.7 6.0 13.3 44.0 

t: M ve .. E - .06 - 1.09 1.59 - 1~51 ,94 

p of t "" "" ns no n;; 

there are also strong similarities of interest for the males and females in the 
sample. 

Table 2.3 shows descriptive statistics for developmental oUtcome variables. 
This table indicates the presence of gender-related developmental differences on 
the Oood~Life and Ego scales. These differences are most pronounced for ego 
development, where females in the •ample achieve higher ego levels than male.~. 
wlule males achieve marginally higher levels of Good~Lifc reasoning than 
females. The remaining developmental measures of logko-mathematical and 
moral reasoning show no evidence of differential level by sex in this sample, 
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Tabl~ 2,2 
bet;criptlve S!atistlco tor lnl<lro.ii! Scales 

Inter•iuJt SC'ale 

,.. .... ___ ,.,. .... ___ ..,. ______ ,.,_~~-....... -............. __ ~_ ... ._.. _________ ,.. ____ 

R•al- Inve~ti- Artistic Sotia.l Ent:~1~- Co,nv~ll-

Statisti~;: istic &ative pris:i.ng tional 

Number t44 144 14'• 144 142 144 

Me4ian 47.0 57.5 5~.5 42.0 lt.5.0 50.5 

Mean 49.2 55.7 53.0 42.9 45. s 50.6 

Std. lJev. 12.0 9.1 9.0 10.6 8,4 !0.8 

Minimum ~7.0 2.9.0 27 .o 20.0 30,0 Z9.0 

Maxirnunt 7 5.0 69,0 67.0 7o.o 72.0 75.0 

MaloN 7$ 1B 78 18 77 78 

Mal~ Me1;u' 52.7 58.0 51..6 43,7 46.7 51.1 

F""alo N 66 66 66 66 65 66 

Fe:q.!al e M@:a.n 44.9 52,9 54.7 42.0 44.8 50.0 

t: M vs. F 4.09 3.45 - 2.U .96 1.34 .66 

p of t .001 .001 .02 •• •• ns 

The descdptive. sta.tj.stics for success/achievement outcome measures appear- in 
Table 2.4. The strongest sex differences in this set of variables ate f<>r income 
and Int-Occ (the difference between interest and uccupation).lncome differences 
are to be expected in almost any American sample due to the, large sodal 
inequities in pay scales for men and women, 

The difference in the adttptation of occupation to interest probably reflects a 
simllar difference in the opportunities for occupational mobility available to 
males and females, as well as the already present differences in income. One 
.<tatistic of interest for theW AIS scores not reported in this table is it~ negative 
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Table 2.3 
Descriptive Statistics for Developtnenl.-.1 Measures 

Developmental Measure 

Statistic Multisystem Moral Jud&Bment Good-Lif~ Ego 

Number 74 141 79 119 

Median 500 400 400 400 

Mean 480 392 370 386 

Std. Dev. 51 30 38 67 

Minilllwn 350 300 300 200 

Maximum 550 500 450 600 

Me:le N 44 77 42 56 

Mole Mean 484 395 381 370 

Feme:le N 30 64 37 63 

Fwnale Mee.n 47 5 389 365 400 

t: M v.e:. F • 7 5 1.13 1,90 -2.53 

p of t n• ns .03 .006 

correlation with age, indicating that the Mensa l'riteria for membership have been 
lowered over time. 

Relations Between Proximal and Distal Background Variables 

The correlations between the distal (or historical) and the proximal (or intere.st) 
variables appear in Table 2.5. 

Thi' table shows that there is not a strong relation between the background and 
interest variables. However; significant correlations are. found between four of 
the six interest scales and mother's education, subject's sex, and age, This 
finding is interesting to note) since none of the fathees characteristics or the 
mother's Hollingshead approached significance. 
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Table 2.4 
Uescriplive Stalistlcs for Su~ss M""""reo 

Measure of Su.ace-tH!: atnd Ae.hieveme:nt 
,.. ........ ------~ ... ___ ...,.,.. ______ ,.. __ .... .., ______________________ 

Statistic WAIS Income H<>llingshead TotAl Ed, 

Ntimbu 141 143 124 1411 

Median 137 4 7 16 

Mean 136.7 3,7 6.9 16.7 

Std. D111:v~ 9.1 2.! 1.3 2.4 

HinimUlfi 110 1 3 12 

Maxinultrt 159 8 9 24 

MaloN 18 71 71 81 

Male Mean 136,7 4.6 7.0 17 .o 

F~m•le N 63 66 53 67 

F~alc Me9.n 136.6 2.6 6.7 16 ·" 

t! M vs. F .1.1 6.31 1,37 1.28 

p o£ t na .001 •• •• 

Relations Between Cognitive-Developmental and Background 
Variables 

Int-O<:< 

138 

1 

1.0 

1.6 

- 3 

3,0 

7S 

1.4 

63 

.4 

3.74 

.orn 

The relations of interest between the ~ugnitive-devclopmental and background 
variables are predictive. Backward stepwise regression (with listwlse deletion) 
was used to predict each developmental measure~ using all interest and back
ground variables. Since each developmental measure was reported for a differe.nt 
number of subjects, the number of subje.cts is reported for these equations~ The 
full number of subjects was used in an attempt to arrive at the most valid estimate 
of the predictive re.Jatlon between rhe independent and dependent variables. 

The backward procedure begins by using all variables that contribute indepen
dently to predicting the dependent variable, dms removing any variables contrib
uting to multkolllnearity. It then removes the single variable with the largest 
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Table l.5 
Corrdatlollii Between Background and Interest Varmbles 

R~d- Invest .. Art- So<;:i#l Entet"' COOV@i'r"' 

iatic ita.tory ist:lo pri6ifig tionllll 

Mother's Ho1lirtgshead ,05 .07 .12 .07 .(ll .02 

Mothers tducetion .10 .20* .23• ,.21* .09 ~ 17* 

Vather 1 a Hollingshead .02 ~.01 .os .... 03 ,00 -.01 

F3tber 1 ~ Educ~tion -.OJ .o• .06 .01 -.03 -.10 

Sex - .2.4• .... 17 .09 -di7 ~.os -.05 

Age -.15* -.13 -.0'1 -~l~i -.09 -.08 

• ~ndieatJou; an alph# lfiel eq,tUl to oz:- l.en than .as 

probahility~f-F and recomputes the regression equation with the remaining vari
ables. R<lmovnl is continued until all variables in the equation have mel a proba
bility-ofF smaller than . I 0 criterion. At each step tbe multiple R and signit1· 
cance level of the overall model are reported. 

The procedure arrives first at a regression equation that accounts for a signlfl
cam amount of the variance in the dependent variable,. given tile number of 
predictors. The rcgi1'Ssion weighll< of individual variable~ may nm he $llllllflcru~t 
in this equation, although the overall model is. Theoo equations are referred 11\ as 
"full" when reporbild; tbe equations in which the probability-of-F criterion is 
met by all variables are referred to as "restricted." St•ndardized regression 
weighrn are used in the report of these c<]Uations. 

The full regression equation (N- 59, R .53, F = 2.1; p < .05) predicting 
multisystem scores wa~ 

MS = 422 .... HI (Convel!tiona/) - .12 (Artistic) + .08 (Age) 
+ .25 (Father's Ho/lit!(!shea<f) - ,08 (Social) + .52 (Investigatory) 
+ .20 (Mother's Education) - .30 (Rea/isllc) .21 (Fath<r',, 
&iucaiion). 

The restricted equation (R .43, F = 6.3; p < .OJ) was 

MS = 412 + .49 llnvestigatm}') - .38 (Realistic). 
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The full regression equation (/II 120, R .46, F 2.4; p < .01) predicting 
moral judgment reasoning scores was 

M.l 343 .13 (Conventiona[) - .06 (Age) + .09 (Artistic) - .03 (Sex) 
+ . 14 (Father's HollinRshead) .13 (Eitterprising) + .31 (Social) 
+ .15 (Investigatory) + .21 (Mother's Education) .03 (Realistic) 
- .22 (Father's Hollingshead). 

The restricted equation (R .39, F 7.1; p < .001) was 

MJ 352 .15 (Conventional)+ .33 (Socia[) + .17 (Mother's Education). 

The full equation (N 65, R .51, F 2.1; p < .05) predicting good-life 
scores was 

GL 294 .05 (Artistic) + .07 (Age) - .II (Enterprising) .13 (Sex) 
+ .10 (Mother's Hollingshead) + .52 (Investigatory) + .19 (Mother's 
Education) - .17 (Father's Education) - .30 (Realistic). 

The procedure converged in the restricted equation (R .43, P ~ 7 .0; p < .0 1): 

GL 276 + .57 (Investigatory) - .31 (Realistic). 

The full equation (N !OJ, R .31, F 2.6; p < .05) predicting ego 
development ~cores was 

EGO~ 285 + .11 (Farller's Hollingshmd) + .23 (Sex)+ .27 (lnvestigatmy) 
- .21 (Father's Education). 

'rhe procedure converged in the equation (R ~ .27, F = 3.9, p < .05) 

ROO = 273 + .22 (Sex) + .24 (Investigatory). 

Tables 2.6 and 2.7 summarize the above relations of background variables to 
sequential and hierarchical deve.!opmental variables. Table 2.6 shows that moral 
judgment scores are rela!ed to the largest number of distal and proximal back
ground variables and that ego developmem scores are related to the smallest 
number of these variables. Among the distal backgmund variables, father's 
education is related negatively to all developmental measures. It is the only such 
variable related to all developmental measures. Father's Hollingshead is posi
tively related to multisystem, moral judgment and ego scores, while mother's 
education is related positively to multisystem, moral judgment and good-life 
measures. Gender and age are related both positively and negatively. A positive 
relation with age would be e'pccted if development increases over the life span, 



Table 2.6 
Bad<ground Variabl<lS Predictmg Devel<>pment in the FuU Equalioos 

Background Variable 

Variable Fd. Hall. Ed. 

0 "" +. + 0 + 0 

+ "" 0 + + + 

+ 0 + + + 0 0 

+ 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 



Table 2.7 
Background Varillbres Pr<'dkting Th<>~l<Jpment in lh< Rertriotod •:quotion 

Background Variable 

-~-----------~~---~----------------------~~ 

Variable Ed. t.ional 

Multisystem 0 0 0 0 

+ 0 0 + 

Good-Life 0 0 0 0 

Ego + 0 0 + 0 0 

and thi' relation appears for multisystem and g<>od-Hfe scores. The only positive 
gender relation to a developmental U!0llllure occu!'ll for ego development, with 
women Mc"ring higher than men. The background vatiable lea~t rcl•ted to tho:. 
developmental rneasures i~ mother's Hollingshead. 

Among pr<,xinml background variables, investigatory interest;; predict higher 
scores for aU developmental measures. Enterprising intere~t• predict lower de· 
vchlpmental scores for moral judgment and good" life developmental rneasures. 
and conventional interests predict lower for multisystems and moral judgment. lt 
is interesting to note that realistic interests are negatively correlated with all the 
developmerltalmeasures except ego, for which there is no relation. Also, moll!
.,.·, Hollingshead is not related to any of the mensuros except good-life scores. 
with which it is positively related, while father's Hollingshead is related 
positively with ali the measures except good life, where there is no relation. This 
finding could be tlue 'to the Good-Life Interview's inclusion of more subscales 
about aspects other than work. Father's Hollingshead scores rnay not influence 
good· life scores due to fathers' strong traditional roles in ego and moral develop
ment, and in logico-mathematical domains, while the good-life score is influ· 
cnced by mother's Hollingshead scores due to mothers' traditional involvement 
in area~ outside the domain of the developmental variables studied here. In 
addition, the Good-Life Interview has many subscale.s. including guod friend
ship, marriage, and sex, that may he influenced hy identification with the moth· 
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ru·. Overall, moral judgment scores are related to more interest varlnl>les than any 
other measure, and ego development scores are related to the fewest interest 
variables. The relations of multisystem and good-life scores to interest variables 
resemble each other, while moral judgment and ego development scores appear 
to be related sui generis to interest variables. 

Table 2. 7 shows an identical relation between background variables #nd both 
good·llfe and multisystem scores. Among all variables, investlgatocy inte.t'est 
predicts the largest number of developmental outcomes, and does so positively, 
f)istal background variables predict less otlcn than proximal background van· 
abies. The only developmental measure where dlis is Mt the case is ego develop
ment, where one pl'Oximal and one distal background mea•ure predict scores. 

R~latlons &twll<ln Outcome Variables 

The correlations betwe<."tt the outcome measures were factor-analyzed (prin· 
cipal cump<>nents, varimax rotation, and listwise deletion; N ~ 34), yielding tour 
facmro accounting J<:rr 67.2 percent of the variance. Listwise deletion sharply 
reduced the number of subjects but was used to increa!'e the internal validity of 
the analysis. Tile factur loadings of the o\ltcoJt\e valiable.s are ,hown in Table 
2.8. 

Table 2.8 shows that the variance n.-.xnnposed into four factors, The first 
factor has high loadings for three developmental variables, the multilly~tem, 
m!lrnl judgment and gnod-life measures. These loadings indicate that hier· 
ru:chical or stage development tends to he removed from other dimensiOJls of 
adult acbievemcnL The second factor bas a high negative loading for Loev
inger's ego development, a high positive loading for Hollingshead scnres, and a 
moderate positive loading for education. This factor appears to indicate that ego 
development is somehow hampered by pursuing the perhaps regimented pllth 
toward social status. OveraiJ, the factor analysis indicates that developmenml 
stage or level is not related to success and achievement as defined by more 
standard socioeconomic measures, 

The third factor is primarily composed of IQ and income, indicating a con- i 
vergence of standard conceptions of intelligence witl1 the punmit of economic 
success .. Education and lot-Occ load on the fourth factor, suggesting that educa· i 
lion facilitates the adaptation of occupation to interests. 

The- factors were used t\) anangc the correlation betw~n the outcome mea-. 
sures, which are displayed in Table 2 9. 

lo Table 2.9 the inrrafuctor Lmrelatlons appear on and near tile diagonal; the 
inter/actor correlations appear in the inrerior of the mattix. The table shows that 
factors are based on moderate-to-weak correlatioriS, but tbe correlatiMs between 
variable!< loading on different factors are generally so small as to be nonexistent. 
The factors, then, result a. much from this contrast as from strong correlations 
among their members. The only case where there is a significant cotTelatlon 
aCI.'OSs factors is the correlation between multisystem and W AIS (IQ) scores. 
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Table 2.8 
Factor Loadin!lll of Out~omc Variables 

Facto+ 

------~-----~~------------------~---------~~-

Stru<!.tural Self Economic A4&ptive 

'Vv:t·iabla Dev e1 optn.:!!nt Developm.@nt SUC.C:4!Q:S Sue cas$ 

Total Educatiott .09 .49 -.01 .55 

WAIS{IQ) .11 .15 -~77 .18 

IntQOC -.05 -.07 .oo .81> 

Multi1Fjstem .75 -.23 -.26 .a 
Moral Judgoment .64 -.21 .4; .18 

Good-Life ,85 .oa .oo -.26 

llgo .26 -.70 .21 ,14 

I fie om e. .1() .21 .77 .16 

Hollingshead -.03 .ao .19 ,10 

Pere~ne Vari~nce 23.(11 17.5% 15.7;; 11.\1% 

Relations Ketweeu Developmental Measure~; and Other Ouleorrte!l 

The predictive relations between each developmental variahle and the remain
ing ouu:ome variables were explored using regre.'"ion analysis based on the 
correlations above. The same 34 subjects used in the factor i!IItllysis were used, 
as was the same background stepwise procedure dcsL'fibed ear1ie:c Multisystem 
>cures were predicted by the full equation (R = .61, F = 2.63; p < .05): 

MS = ·-168 + .20 (/Q) + .34 (Good Ufe) + .09 (lm·Occ) + .29 (Ego) 
. 16 (Income) + , 17 (Moral Judgmeltl), 

.i 



Tabl• 2.9 
Currelation~ Dflween Out\!Ome Measures 

C:L Ks MJ Ego Ho11 ~ In\lome IQ Int-Occ 

Ms .44•• 

MJ .41** .31•• 
Eso .00 .!J .2l 

Holl. -.02 -.14 -.14 -.25 

Incuma .02 -.11 ""'.11 .10 .za• 
IQ .os .zt -.20 -.10 -.02 .27 

lnr~Occ -.11 .09 • 12 .02 .09 .0~ ~06 

'l'ot. Ed. -.09 .03 .08 ~.11 .25 .12 .12 .16 

---... 

* indicat(.<n nn alpha level at !Cir lo.Gr; than .05 

•• indicates nn alp-ha lev.e_1 at or less than ,01 

The procedure converged in the restricted equation (R - 5!, F = 6.00; p < 
.01): 

MS = 8!9 ·I .41 (Good Ufe) ·I .29 (Ego). 

Tht full equation (II = 6.1, F 
reasoning was 

2.45; p < .OS) predicting moral judgment 

M.T ~ 291 - .24 UQ) - .28 \Ho!/iufisltead) + .37 (Good·LIJ'e) + , 15 (1111· 
Occ) + .15 (T utal I::ducation't + .25 (incvme) + .17 (MIIlliS)'stem). 

The procedure C<)nvcrged in the restricted model (R = .41, f.' = 6.5; p < .05); 

M.l = 22\ ·; .41 (Gm•d·LiJI:). 

The full model (R = .58, F 2.S7; p < .05) predicting good·llfe st:ores wa' 

GL = 186 T 15 (l:/ollingsht·,ul) .18 <Jt~t-Occ) , .. 37 (Multisystem) 
.13 (Total Rducmimi) i .36 (Moral Judgment). 
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T~hle 2.10 
Pffillcllve Relations Between Outcome Variables in the t'nll l!:qvlllilm 

PmdietOO Mti- lt>ral C'<>od ~ Thtal InC<llle ~ Int- WAIS 

Vsrlflhi\'1! oyotc J\lO;l<!ment Life ];ll, lload De<:' (IQ) 

MJl tiay"""" + + + 0 0 + + 

lt>raJ. Judg-t + + + • + • 
C.ood·Life • + 0 0 + Q 

llgo + 0 0 + 0 0 

The procedure converged in the restrict<::d model (R = .53, F 6.00; p <Jll): 

GL = 173 + .35 (Multisymm) + .30 (Moral Judgment), 

Tbe full equation (R = .53, F = 2.88; p < .05) predicting ego sc+>re.<; was 

EGO = 326 .33 (liolli.ngshead) - .14 (Total Educcltion) + .29 (Income) 
·!· .32 (Multisystem). 

The procedure <c'(luvcrged in the restricted ~quation (/~ ~ .52, F"' 3.7;p < .05): 

EGO 27.7 - .37 (Hollingshead) + .28 (Income) + .32 tM~<Itisystemi. 

Summary table' of predictive relations among outcorne variables for both full 
and restricted equations appear below. Table 2. 10 shows that moral judgment 
has the largest number of predictors among outcome measures. It is positively 
predicted by every other type of cognitive development as well as by total 
education, income, and the adaptation of occupation to interest (lnt .. Occ). Mom! 
judgment is predicted negatively by W AIS scores and Hollingshead status. Mul
tisystem hw; the next largest number of predictors among other outcome var[ .. 
ahks, and is related positively or neutrally on every variable except im:Qme. Like 
moral judgment, this type uf development is predicted by development in all 
other domains measured. Also like moral judgment, it is predicted positive.ly by 
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Table 2.1l 
Predklivc RelatioM Between Ootcnn,. Varlabl.,. !n tho R""tricted Equation 

Predieto:ts 

Multi~ Good E~o Incom~ Hollings-

Variable system Judgement Life !lead 

Multisysum 0 • + 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

Good-Life + + 0 0 0 

0 0 + 

;;uccesst\•1 adaptation nl occupat)()n to interests (lnr·Occ). Unlike moral judg· 
menr, it is predicted positively by W AJS scores anti negattvely by Income. 

Good·liie scores ate predicted only by moral jndgment and multisystem 'cores 
an1ong the dcvdopmeotal measures, lt is the only dcvelopmcnt.nJ measure ro he 
positively preditkd by Hollirlgshead status. In contrast wlth moral judgment, it 
is predicted negatively by total education and lm·Occ. l'go swres are pn:<licted 
by nnly the multisystem developmental measure. Like moral judgment, it is 
predicted positively hy income and negatively hy Hollingshead status. Like 
good-ilk, it ;, prcdkt~Al negatively by total ctlut:atirm, 

The results of the rcstl'icted equations are summari7.cd in Table 2, 1.1, Tlm table 
shmo,•s rhal ego scores have the largest number f1f ;~lrong predictors, but ::..till the 
fewest developmental predictors. because it is prtdictctl by income- and Hollings
head status. F.gn is the only developmental measure with strong :iUcce-.s/ 
achJcvement preqictor~, None of the othC:I' d.evclopmental measures have any ))trong 
predictors of this type. Muldsyste.rn scon.:-s are predicted by goud-hfc: and ego 
mea,ures~ and good"life sn1res are predicted hy multisystem and moral judg1nent 
scores. Moral judgment scon.::=:. have only good-Hfe scores as a strong predictor, 

Relations A.mong llevelopmental Stage and Level Measu<es 

One of the que:stion.s of interest when exploring the. (:orrelations of develop
mental measure!) is how mueh a given correlatlon is mediated by other corrcla-
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·rable 2.12 
~·lrst-Ord•r and Partlul D·~~lopmetllol Correlations 

order 

Ml,N] ,28 ,14 .:Z4 .10 

'"' Gl. 
,lj) .l" ,10 ,II) 

m~ It.o .13 .05 .IS .11 

M!,m. .3$ .2$ -~ .30 

MJ, too ,25 .26 .31 .Z9 

m. Ill<) .!1 -.09 -,111 .... 17 

tions. This question is usually explored by p~~rtialing out the variance due to <>ther 
variables and examining the effect on the correlation. The aim of this is to 
detem1ine whether u primary correlation disappe<~l'R when a third (or third and 
fourth) variable is partialed out, because rile argument can then be made that the 
variables partialcd out mediate or account for the observed primary cmrelallon. 

The primary and partial correlations rep011cd in Table 2.12 come from the 
same 34 •ubjects r<.•ported in the ahove regression equations" 

Table 2.12 shows that the corrdations between multisystem and good-life 
scores, between moral judgment and ego scores, and between moral judgment 
and good-life scores are most independent of aU other sources of mcruating 
variation. Thus, the correlation between multisystem and moral judgment SCOles 
is mediated by tlte correlation of moral judgment and good-lif~ scores, artd the 
cor:relati<m of multisystem and ego scores is mediated by the correlation between 
eg<:> and moral judgment scores" 

Floally, the correlation between ego and good-life scores is mediated by buth 
lbe C{)lrelation of ego and moral Judgment scores and the correlation butween 
multisystem and good-life scores. In summary, while there is a good deal of 
interdependence among the developmental measures, two relatively indepeo<lcnt 
developmentlll dimensions appear to be defined by the multisystem/ good-life 
and moral judgment/ ego com:lalions. However, as tbe factor analysis and tbe 
fust-order co.rrclations indicate, there is better evidence for a multisystem/ good
life dimension than there is for a moral judgment/ego din1ension. 
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Sequential Relations Among Developmental Measures 

Sequential precedence in tile developmental measures was analyzed with the 
sign test on ordinal-dominance curves (Darlington 1978). This test detcnninc; 
whether the stage scores of a subject in two different domains tend It> he in any 
order (e.g., whether moral judgment scores lend to be at a higher level than 
multisystem S<:ores for subjects in a sample}. Data from this analysis a:re tabulat
ed elsewhere (Richards & Cmnmons, ln press) and show that within subj~cts the 
multisystem stage score is equal to or higher rl1an the good· life stage score at 
every stage. The same is true for th~ relation between multisystem scores and 
moral judgment scores, with the exception of stage 3.5 (concrete operations and 
early conventional morality), where some moral judgment scores are higher than 
the scores of Piagetian cognition, On the whole 1 a (tansilive "'higher than" 
relation appears to exist across multisystem, moral judgment, and good-life 
scores. Multisystem scores also ordinl\lly dominate Locvlngcr ego scores. How· 
ever, no fmther transitive relations appear to exist between ego seores and mural 
judgment or good-life scores. 

DISCUSSION 

This study must be considered exploratory for many reasons. first, the naWre of 
the sample is such that it restricts tbe range of many of the varll>bles mtasured. 
Suc.h restriction will have the. general effect of lowering correlations and hiding 
relationships that would appear over a fuller range of values. Second, since the 
sample was selected to inerease tbe probability of finding su~ects with advanced 
developm<'11tal stages or levels, the relaricons that are f\>Und witbin this sample, 
particularly with respect to socioeconomic. me.agures, n1ay not be representative 
of relations that exist within broader contexts. 

Titird, although some developmet~tal stage and level instruments used here 
have relatively lengthy histories of use, &'.>me, such as the multisystem problem 
and Gnod-I..itb Interview, have been used only a handful of times and their 
performance characteristics are still largely unknown. Fourth, even for those 
measures with eslllblished histories, self-paced paper-and-pencil administrations 
are relatively new. Jn addition, little is known about the practice effect each test 
has Oll the subsequent tests when given as a battery, as in thi·s study. Finally, the 
self-report of such information as income, education, and social status is known 
to be inaccumte to some degree. 

Nevertheless, it is important to make the most of the information and relations 
!hat have •f'Peared in tbi~ ;mdy, so that effort~ to relate developmental stage and 
level (strucmral development) to other types of achievement background varl, 
abies can be more focused. First, it should be noted that there is little evidence 
for a direct link between background and interest variables leading to any soli of 
stage or level of development in the domains considered. This is not to say that 
background and interest variables do not relate to stage or level of development: 
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there is evidence thllt they do. However, there is no pattem of correlations 
between bw:kground and interest variables that would indicate that background 
variables shape interest• and interests tllcn shape direclions in stage and level of 
developmenL Instead of supporting this sequence. the evir.lcnce indicates that 
some background variables may exert a lasting effect on the trajeclnry of devd
opmcntnl •tage or level that operates more or less simultaneously with tbc effects 
that intere><ts exert on that trajec!(>ljl. 

Second, it is notthe case that either interest or background variables appear to 
exert !he same effect on tbe different developmental domains investigated. The 
exception to this is the investigatory interest, which appears to exert a con
sistently positive effect on stage or level of deve.J<>pment across domains. This 
mem1s that the effects of both background and interest variables are configured 
differently for the different domains of development., and these differences 
should be • fneus of investigation. For example, moral_judgment won~ S«mS to 
be prom(>ted by social intcresls. Yet, with the po>>ible exception of logico· 
mathematical development, it would be expected that all other nt-ea~ of develop
mental stage and level studied hen: would be similarly promoted by a social 
interest: Pursuing this further would require specific analysis of the type of social 
interest defined on the sen with an eye toward isolating the particular kind of 
interest that seems to be associated with tbe development of moral judgment. 
This would allow the definition of alternative types of social interest whose 
relation to good-llle and ego development could be investigated. 

The. coMistently negative relations of entctprising, conventional, and, es· 
pecially, realistic interests to any type of developmental stage or level is intrigu· 
ing anj] warrants further investigation. These interests appear to bl: confined to 
lower developmental stages and levels, and seem to actively imped< develop
ment <>f higher stages across the life span. Clearly, they represent some sort of 
adaptation to the environment that ;, inimical to devtlopmental intert>:<ts. Or 
perhaps the tasks that measure multisystem, mmal judgment, and good life are 
not tho tasks <>n which those with realistic imerests can excel. Defining these 
interc&ts more sbmply and isolating the environments in which they secnt to 
f!oul'ish might lead to a bcner understanding of why devel<lpment tcnninates. 

The facts that development terminates, that interests are tied to different types 
of development. imd that developmental stage and level appear to proceed along 
two dirnensions seem to point to a closer relation between environment and 
developmental stage conditions than typilks cbildbood and early adolescence. 
The study coofinm what other studies nave already shown: that adult develop· 
ment bec<>mes le" tied to a regimented schedule and to distal cbaracteristks, and 
becomes more idiosyncratic. The [act that age is only a weak predictor of any 
type of developmental stage or level in this sample suggc·.sts that adult develop
ment most throw away the inde~ of age as an aid in the definition of stages and 
rely much more heavily, if not exclusively, on analytic criteria in the construc
tion of postfonnal stage Hequenccs (Commons & Richard,, !984a). 

The examination of the analytic criteria upon which stage sequences are con-
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mucted may prove a helpful tool in untangling the results of this study. One of 
the troubling results tbat should merit future attention is the relative i~olation of 
ego development from development in the other domains studied. With the 
exception of moral judgment, ego development does not appear to be strongly 
tied to other developmental-stage strands. Before ego development is discarded 
&$ an aberrant measure, however, it should be !llcalled that the other three 
structural measures have been analytically defmed in Piagetia.n structural terms, 
while ego development has not. Thi$ means that ego development may be captur· 
ing a valid aspect of devck>pmcont; but what that aspect is, at least in relation to 
the other types of development investigated, will be undefined until an analysis 
of the structural propetties of ego development is performed. Thus, in conclu~ 
sion, Ibis study suggest• th•t there are intriguing difrerences in structural devel
opmcont in the domains srudied, but that only part of these differences will be 
clarified by further empirical study. Analytic stady of the construct& must accom~ 
pany thix in order for us to better understand why the developmental trajectories 
explored here differ. 
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